Mountain biking in Glenrock State Conservation Area
One of the special features of Glenrock State Conservation Area is the way its northern section has a

IMBA Rules of the trail

network of dedicated cross country mountain biking trails.

The way we ride today shapes the mountain bike access for tomorrow. Do your part to preserve and enhance
the sport’s access and image by observing the following rules of the trail, based on those formulated by the

These trails are linked together by sections of management trail which offer you a choice of

International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA).
These rules are recognised around the world as the standard code of conduct for mountain bikers. IMBA’s

cycle tours and areas to explore. You could ride the outer loop for instance and take in

mission is to promote mountain biking that is environmentally sustainable and socially responsible.

the coastal scenery, or stop at Leichhardts lookout to view the lagoon.

1. Ride on open trails only.
Respect trail and road closures (ask if uncertain).
2. Leave no trace.
Practice low impact cycling. Single track is more vulnerable to
damage, when the trailbed is soft or wet. DURING WET WEATHER
PLEASE RIDE ON MANAGEMENT TRAILS.

Keep a look out for Warning signs

Please note
that the northern
section of the park (as
shown in the green aerial photo

throughout the network.

3. Control your bike.
Ride within your ability. Skidding only damages the trail and is a

These alert you to the fact that you are

sign of loss of control.

approaching challenging terrain and/

4. Always give way.

or black diamond obstacles where you
may need to make a choice to proceed

Let your fellow trail users know you’re coming. Don’t startle
others. Show respect when passing by slowing to a walking pace

section on the map opposite)

on foot or choose the less challenging

or even stopping.

is the only area where cycling

section of track.

5. Never scare animals.

is permitted.

Cyclists and other users of the trail

All animals are startled by an unannounced approach, a sudden

network in Glenrock SCA open to

movement or a loud noise. This can be dangerous for you, others

A ‘no sign – no ride’ policy

mountain bikes do so at their

and the animals. Take care when riding at night as this is when

has been adopted in the park
and it is illegal for you to ride
on any trail that has not been
signposted as permitting cycling.
Fines will apply.
In the interests of public safety,
and to minimise damage to the
trails please be sure to only cycle
on the trails in the direction
indicated on the map left.

own risk.
Mountain bike riding

most native animals are active.
6. Plan ahead.

involves a high degree of

Know your equipment, your ability and the area in which

personal risk and should

you are riding. Prepare accordingly. Always wear a helmet

be undertaken with care

and appropriate safety gear. Let others know where you are

and regard for the riding
conditions at all times.

riding.
7. Do your bit.

All trails in the reserve are

Keep your bike clean. Help keep trails clear by picking up sticks

subject to natural forces, varying

and reporting maintenance issues.

weather and track conditions.

The mountain bike network has been developed by Parks and

If you wish to report fallen trees, hazards or other
maintenance issues, please call the National
Parks and Wildlife Service office ph 49550038.

Wildlife in conjunction with local mountain bike riders and loyal
volunteers. If you would like to join in track maintenance field
days, please call the NPWS office on 49550038 for details.

